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CESAR/ESA/ESAC Science Case Traineeship Report
Unfortunately, after six amazing and productive 
months, I’m to leave the CESAR project. It has been 
a great pleasure to get to know and work with all 
the professional coworkers that formed the CESAR 
Team at the time of my traineeship. I hope that my 
contribution to the project, which is detailed in this 
report, is as big as the contribution that this unique 
experience has made to me. At least that was what I 
intended. 

Science Cases
My main task at CESAR was to develop Science Cases. 
After I got to know what they where and how they 
worked, I started to work in a new format that has been 
used ever since. Once the new templates were stablished 
and the priorities were clear, I started working on my 
first Science Case, using images from the last Venus 
transit.

Venus-Sun Distance
This was my first Science Case. I was told to finish the 
already existing documentation, but understanding the 
texts left by the previous trainee turned out way harder 
that what I had expected. Anyhow, I had a clear vision of 
how I thought the final Science Case should look like and 
from the very first day I started working on it. After 
several months I was happy to present my final version, 
which I think it is a smooth and easy way to present the 
experiment to the students, but at the same time a very 
didactic experience that explores complex science 
concepts. 
Of course the Science Case would benefit from further 
revisions, to make it faster to understand and smoother 
to solve, but I believe that the actual version is a fully 
working experience ready for students of all ages.

Sun Rotation Science Cases
Once the Venus-Sun distance Science Case was finished, I 
was told to keep working on the Sun Rotation ones. After 
reading all the existing documents I reorganized the two 
old Science Cases into three new ones (one of which I 
unfortunately did not have time to write). I applied my 
experience from the previous Science Case and developed 
“Sun’s Rotation Period” and “Sun’s Differential Rotation” 
both available in Basic and Intermediate Levels. 

Then I started to work in the Advanced Level. The more I 
worked in it the harder it became, I had to write two 
external booklets that where necessary to comprehend 
the Science Case. The final result was much more 
complex than expected, and that is why I decided to turn 
it into the first ever Super Hero Level Science Case. 

Web-Tools
The three finished Science Cases had their complete 
documentation, but new web-tools had to be developed 
to help the students through their tasks. I spent the 
major part of my last months working on the design of 
this web-tools. The web-tools ease the manipulation of 
the data (images) needed for each experiment. The 
students are guided through the steps, where the needed 
tools and data is provided, and in he final step, they can 
check their results and obtain a report. 

Other Tasks
Besides with the Science Cases, I occasionally also helped 
in other sections of the CESAR Programe. I participated 
in a Thursday Kids Lecture, and in a CTIF Teacher Training 
Course. I once helped with a students visit to ESAC and 
went to help in the CESAR Robledo Observatory. I also 
spent about a week working in CESAR’s web page. Once 
in a while I also tried to help with CESO (CESAR ESAC 
Solar Observatory), and of course I gave my opinion in 
CESAR weekly meetings whenever I thought it may be 
useful. 

In the following pages you may find brief 
comments and images showing some of my 
achievements at CESAR, as well as a detailed list of 
everything I did during my traineeship. However, 
the main page of my report ends here. I would like 
to express my desire to keep working in CESAR if at 
any point the conditions of the project allow me to 
do so. Until then, I remain at your disposal. 
Sincerely yours. 
Alejandro Romar Tejeiro 

alejandro.romar.tejeiro@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/aromart

alejandroromar.wordpress.com
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Science Cases Templates

I went for simple designs for the templates: CESAR and ESA logos at the top, soft round-corner images, and 
titles with different color for the Teacher’s Guide, the Student’s Guide, the Quiz, and the Booklets.
In this step of the project, it was also very important to clearly define the content that the Student’s Guide 
and the Teacher’s Guide would have.
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CESAR Web Page

I am happy to say that I collaborated in the evolution of CESAR’s webpage, here there are some snapshots of 
what I, among other fellows, did in the past few months. I am specially proud of the new BIAS level-system 
display.







How to do a Science Case with your students

It was required for the web page and I was asked to write this informative document.



The Venus-Sun Distance



Sun’s Rotation Period



Sun’s Differential Rotation



Booklets



Web-Tools







CESAR Ideas for the Future

We came up with this great idea of a keynote about CESAR projects and I offered to do a few slides.





Complete List of Achievements
Science Cases web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Interactive_Scientific_Cases
Join us web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Join_us&ChangeLang=en
Student’s Guide (SG)Template: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/Students_Guide_Template.doc
Teacher’s Guide (TG) Template: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/Teachers_Guide_Template.doc
Booklet (B) Template: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/Booklet_Template.doc
Quiz’s (Q) Template: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/Quiz_Template.doc
Sun Science Cases web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Science_The_Sun
Booklets web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Booklets
Science Case Instructions: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/How_to_do_a_Science_Case_with_your_students.pdf
For Educators web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Teachers
All the Science Cases web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=SC_List 
Solar System Planets Science Cases web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Science_Planets
The Venus-Sun distance (TVSD) new web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Venus_Sun_distance
TVSD TG Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/the_venus-sun_distance_teachers_guide_basic_level_900.pdf
TVSD TG Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201710/the_venus-sun_distance_teachers_guide_intermediate_level_998.pdf
TVSD TG Advanced: cesar.esa.int/upload/201710/the_venus-sun_distance_teachers_guide_advaced_level_119.pdf
TVSD SG Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/the_venus-sun_distance_students_guide_basic_level_336.pdf
TVSD SG Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/the_venus-sun_distance_students_guide_intermediate_level_856.pdf
TVSD SG Advanced: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/the_venus-sun_distance_students_guide_advaced_level_942.pdf
TVSD Q Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201710/the_venus-sun_distance_quiz_basic_level.pdf
TVSD Q Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/The_Venus-Sun_distance_Quiz_Intermediate_Level.pdf
TVSD Q Advanced: cesar.esa.int/upload/201709/The_Venus-Sun_distance_Quiz_Advanced_Level.pdf
Parallax Effect Booklet. cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/parallax_effect_booklet_864.pdf
Earth Coordinates Booklet: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/earth_coordinates_booklet_876.pdf
Sun’s Rotation Period (SRP) new web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Sun’s_rotation
SRP TG Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/suns_rotation_period_teachers_guide_basic_level_900.pdf
SRP TG Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/suns_rotation_period_teachers_guide_intermediate_level_147.pdf
SRP SG Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/suns_rotation_period_students_guide_basic_level_774.pdf
SRP SG Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/suns_rotation_period_students_guide_intermediate_level_059.pdf
SRP Q Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/sun_rotation_period_quiz_basic_level_336.pdf
SRP Q Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/suns_rotation_period_quiz_intermediate_level_001.pdf
Sun’s Differential Rotation (SDR) new web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Suns_Differential_Rotation
SDR TG Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/suns_differential_rotation_teachers_guide_basic_level_228.pdf
SDR TG Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201711/suns_differential_rotation_teachers_guide_intermediate_level_100.pdf
SDR SG Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/suns_differential_rotation_students_guide_basic_level_990.pdf
SDR SG Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/suns_differential_rotation_students_guide_intermediate_level_002.pdf
SDR Q Basic: cesar.esa.int/upload/201710/suns_differential_rotation_quiz_basic_level_220.pdf
SDR Q Intermediate: cesar.esa.int/upload/201710/suns_differential_rotation_quiz_intermediate_level_001.pdf
Spherical trigonometry Booklet: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/spherical_trigonometry_booklet_554.pdf
Heliographic Coordinates Booklet: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/heliographic_coordinates_booklet_248.pdf
SDR SG Super Hero: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/suns_differential_rotation_students_guide_super_hero_level_117.pdf
ISM Science Cases web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=ISM
ISM new web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Exploring_the_Interestellar_Medium
Galaxies Science Cases web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=Galaxies
Galaxies new web page: cesar.esa.int/index.php?Section=The_Secrets_of_the_Galaxies
SRP Web-Tool: dms.cosmos.esa.int/cs/livelink/fetch/-3322167/3449375/3435733/3575419/%5BCESAR%5D_%5BScience_Cases%5D_%5BWeb%2DTools%5D_Sun_s_Rotation_Period.pdf?nodeid=3588191&vernum=-2

TVSD Web-Tool: dms.cosmos.esa.int/cs/livelink/fetch/-3322167/3449375/3435733/3575419/%5BCESAR%5D_%5BScience_Cases%5D_%5BWeb%2DTools%5D_The_Venus%2DSun_distance.pdf?nodeid=3588736&vernum=-2

SDR Web-Tool: dms.cosmos.esa.int/cs/livelink/fetch/-3322167/3449375/3435733/3575419/%5BCESAR%5D_%5BScience_Cases%5D_%5BWeb%2DTools%5D_Sun_s_Differential_Rotation.pdf?nodeid=3588735&vernum=-2

CESAR’s Future: wetransfer.com/downloads/c68631d383ce49d98984ca3f0f848a0820171221063631/85e486b077f464591448c7fd35ab585520171221064232/29e76c

Final Report: cesar.esa.int/upload/201712/alejandro_romar_tejeiro_cesar:esa:esac_science_case_traineeship_report_v2.pdf 


